ABSTRACT People suffering from mild cognitive impairment (MCI) are at an increased risk of developing Alzheimer's disease (AD) or another dementia. High prevalence will possibly be reduced if early interventions could be applied to the stage of early MCI (eMCI). In network-based classification, brain functional networks are often constructed, relying on the entire time series. It can lead to the neglect of the complex and dynamic interaction relationships among brain regions. As a result, the features derived from this type of functional network may fail to serve as an effective disease biomarker. To address this problem, we proposed a multi-scale feature combination framework for the eMCI classification. In this framework, global static features, time-varying features, and more refined features could be able to flexibly extract from static functional networks, dynamic functional networks, and high-order functional networks, respectively. Then, they are utilized to train and test the classification model in the form of feature combination. The experimental results have verified that the proposed method achieves superior classification accuracy than other competed methods in the eMCI classification, indicating a great potential in understanding the dysfunction of the brain regions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer's disease (AD), a progressive, irreversible neurodegenerative disease, is the most common type of dementia which accounts for 50% to 80% of dementia cases [1] - [3] . It is serious enough to affect patients' daily life without any effective clinical treatment so far. As reported, the incidence of AD doubles every five years after age 65 and one of every 85 persons will be affected by this disease by 2050 [4] , [5] . Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is an intermediate stage between the expected cognitive decline in normal aging and the more pronounced decline in dementia. It may progress to probable AD with an average conversion rate of 10% to 15% per year, and more than 50% within
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mohammad Zia Ur Rahman. five years [6] . Due to high conversion rate and increasing life expectancy, early interventions of MCI are important to reduce the risk of developing AD by providing medications as well as non-medication approaches. Therefore, accurate identification of early MCI (eMCI) has drawn much attention to researchers during the last decades [7] , [8] . However, an increasing number of studies have suggested there are very subtle changes in the brains of eMCI sufferers, and thus early detections of MCI in neuroimaging data can be very challenging [9] , [10] .
Vast literatures show that the pathological manifestations of AD can be observed in a few years or even a decade before clinical symptoms appear [11] - [13] . Nowadays, neuroimaging techniques have been widely applied for AD/MCI detection, including structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [14] , [15] , diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [16] , [17] , positron emission tomography (PET) [18] , [19] and functional MRI (fMRI) [20] - [22] . Resting-state fMRI (RS-fMRI) allows doctors and researchers to view activity or problems within the human brain without invasive neurosurgery. It has been successfully applied to identify MCI or AD for its ability to detect biomarkers before clinical symptoms [23] - [26] . Furthermore, many researchers generally assume that the interaction patterns among brain regions keep stationary. They tend to compute the functional connectivity of brain regions based on the entire time series of RS-fMRI data [27] - [29] . This method may overlook the complex and dynamic interaction patterns among brain regions, which are essentially time-varying, frequency-varying or multi-task [30] - [32] . In fact, some recent research studies have demonstrated that functional connectivity contains rich dynamic temporal information. Damaraju et al. [33] used the entire time series and sliding time windows respectively to analyze schizophrenia disease and advocated the use of dynamic analysis to better understand functional connectivity. Leonardi et al. [34] assumed non-stationary functional connectivity can reflect additional and rich information about brain organization. Therefore, the study of dynamic functional network can help to further explore the brain's working mode, and can better understand the functional organization of the brain, which will be of great help for the diagnosis of brain diseases.
At present, the research direction of brain functional network analysis can be roughly divided into two categories. One is group differences study based on group contrast analysis, such as default mode network (DMN) [35] , small-world network [36] , and hippocampal network [37] , etc. The other one is individual classification and prediction depending on machine learning [38] , [39] . In the first type of research work, researchers mainly look for some abnormal functional connectivity through complex network theory and some group comparison analysis methods, which reveal the difference in functional connectivity between brain disease patients and normal human brains. However, such studies generally only seek evidence supporting a certain hypothesis, and cannot automatically complete the classification of individuals, which has great limitations in clinical applications. In the second type of research work, individuals can be automatically classified by training the classification model through machine learning methods. Yu et al. [40] proposed a sparse brain functional network modeling framework for the diagnosis of eMCI and AD, and its classification accuracy is up to 84.8%. Chen et al. [41] constructed a high-order functional network model to eliminate redundant features, and used Support vector machine (SVM) classifiers for MCI classification. Finally, the classification accuracy of eMCI subjects reached 88.14%. Thus, many studies confirm that the functional network models with more features tend to achieve better classification results.
Currently, the network-based MCI classification research method is roughly divided into three steps: (i) constructing brain functional networks or brain structural networks;
(ii) extracting various features based on the constructed functional networks for training the classification model; (iii) classifying and predicting the unknown samples based on the trained model. Nevertheless, the above procedure is typically performed for extracting single-scale features from a single network model. It may be difficult to make an effective biomarker for disease diagnosis, which can mislead to the clinical application of the above research results. In view of this, extracting multi-scale features from different network models may help to improve the classification accuracy of eMCI to some extent. On this issue, we use innovative multi-scale feature combination method to extract more refined features from brain functional network for eMCI classification. The global static features, time-varying features, and more refined features are respectively derived from static functional networks, dynamic functional networks, and high-order functional networks to train and test the classification model. The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduced the materials and methods, including the proposed framework, data acquisition and processing, and feature extraction. In Section III, we described the experimental results on classification performance, and discuss the influence of variable parameters. In Section IV, we concluded the entire article.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK Figure 1 lists the proposed framework of eMCI classification based on multi-scale feature combination. It mainly consists of five steps: (i) preprocessing the original RS-fMRI data of all subjects; (ii) extracting the time series of all brain regions from RS-fMRI data; (iii) constructing low-order (static and dynamic) functional networks and high-order functional networks, respectively; (iv) combining multi-scale features from different network models and performing feature selection to remove redundant features; (v) training SVM classifiers via the combined features and classifying the subjects.
B. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
The RS-fMRI data are obtained from Alzheimer's disease neuroimaging initiative (ADNI) project. Subjects in the current study were selected from ADNIGo and ADNI2 dataset since they include eMCI data (For more details about imaging parameters, please see the ADNI protocols at http://adni.loni.ucla.edu). There are totally 60 participants, including 30 eMCI subjects (14F/16M, aged 73.7±4.8 years) and 30 normal subjects (13F/17M, aged 72.6±4.5 years). It should be noted that eMCI subjects did not differ much from normal subjects in terms of brain function, and it is not easy to distinguish them. For this the reason we chose eMCI subjects rather than MCI subjects as the research object.
All subjects were scanned with the same protocol using 3.0 T Philips Achieva scanners. The following parameters were used: repetition time (TR) = 3000 ms, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, fip angle = 80 • , imaging matrix = 64 × 64, 48 slices, 140 volumes, and slice thickness = 3.3 mm. The RS-fMRI data are preprocessed using the SPM8 toolbox (http://www.fl.ion.ucl.ac.uk) with further correction and normalization. The scanning time for each subject is 7 min (i.e., 140 volumes), and the subjects with more than 2.5 min of large frame-wise displacement (FD>0.5) were not included in this study (i.e., excluded before data inclusion). For magnetization equilibrium, the first 3 volumes of each subject were discarded before preprocessing, and then the remaining 137 volumes were involved in subsequent analysis. A rigidbody transformation was adopted to correct head motion during the scan; and the subjects of head motion larger than 2 mm or 2 • were not included in this study. The RS-fMRI images were parcellated into 90 regions according to the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) template [42] . The mean time series of each brain region was band-pass filtered (0.015∼0.15 Hz). Head motion parameters (Friston-24), mean blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal of white matter, and mean BOLD signal of cerebrospinal fluid were all regressed out of the RS-fMRI data to further reduce artifacts.
We utilized the regional fMRI time series to construct correlation matrices by means of Pearson correlation coefficients. These matrices described frequency-dependent correlations, a measure of functional connectivity, between spatially-distinct brain regions which represent the stability of brain activity in a relatively long period of time. An increasing number of studies have suggested that brain functional network is not stationary but spontaneously changes over time [33] , [43] , [44] . Specifically, sliding windows are performed over the entire fMRI time series to generate multiple short overlapping segments [45] . For each segment, a static functional network is constructed for assessing the short-term correlation between brain regions. The dynamic functional networks (obtained from all segments) describe the dynamics of short-term functional connectivity along the time, and thus also forming the correlation matrix for every pair of brain regions.
Suppose the length of the sliding window is N and the step size between two successive windows is s. Let x l i (k) ∈ R N denote the k-th segment of subseries extracted from the entire time series x l i of thel-th subject, which comprises N image volumes. The total number of segments generated by this approach is given by K = [(M − N )/s] + 1, thus we have 1 ≤ k ≤ K . For the l-th subject, the k-th segment of subseries in all R regions can be expressed in a matrix form as
where R is the total number of regions.
The Pearson correlation coefficient for the l-th subject is computed as C l ij (k), which represents the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between the i-th and the j-th regions of the l-th subject using the k-th segment of subseries. Then, taking {x l i (k)} as the vertices and {C l ij (k)} as the weights of edges connecting each pair of vertices, we can establish
for the l-th subject, which describes the temporal variation of the connection strength for all region pairs. For each region pair (i, j) in the l-th subject, we can concatenate all C l ij (k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ K to obtain a correlation time series as
The high-order functional network is constructed by measuring the similarity between the topographical profiles of two regions' functional connectivity (i.e., correlation's correlation). Accordingly, we calculate Pearson correlation coefficients again for the l-th subject as H l ij,pq , which indicates how the correlation between the i-th and the j-th regions influence the correlation between the p-th and the q-th regions. In other words, the correlation coefficient H l ij,pq is able to characterize more complex and abstract interaction patterns among brain regions. Taking {y l ij } as new vertices and {H l ij,pq } as the weights of new edges, each connecting vertices y l ij and y l pq , we can finally obtain a dynamic high-order functional network D l H .
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The weighted-graph local clustering coefficient, which describes the local connectivity of a network, is computed to quantify the probability that the neighbors of the node are also connected to each other [46] . For the sake of brevity, suppose there is a network with N nodes. The weight of the edge connecting node i and node j is denoted by w ij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ). Then, the weighted-graph local clustering coefficient for node i is defined as: where i denotes the set of nodes directly connected to node i, and
It is a challenging task to solve pattern recognition or classification problems with data of high dimensionality [47] . With the presence of irrelevant or redundant features, machine learning methods tend to overfit and become less generalizable. Therefore, feature selection is a useful and important means to identify relevant features for dimensionality reduction and improving generalization performance. In machine learning field, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) is an effective feature selection algorithm when dealing with a small number of subjects with high-dimensional features due to its simplicity and efficiency [48] . Different from other feature selection methods, LASSO can achieve feature selection by minimizing a penalized objective function, which trends to assign zero weight to the most irrelevant and redundant feature. The loss function of LASSO is defined as:
where X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ]∈R N * d is a feature matrix, and N is the number of subjects, each x i occupies one row and it represents the combined multi-scale features. Y = {y i |y i = +1 or y i = −1} N i=1 is a set of corresponding category labels of subjects (y i = +1 for normal subjects, y i = −1 for eMCI subjects), θ denotes the regression coefficient of feature, and λ is the regularization parameter, whose role is to balance the complexity of the model.
SVM is a set of related supervised learning algorithms for data analysis and patterns recognition that is applied to classification and regression analysis [49] . It constructs a hyperplane or a set of hyperplanes in a high or infinite dimensional space, which can be utilized for classification, regression, or other tasks [50] , [51] . Its kernel function maps the original feature in a high-dimensional space where original chaotic feature distribution becomes linearly separable. A satisfactory separation achieved by the hyperplane has the largest distance to the nearest training data points of any class, since in general the larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier.
The output form of SVM can be presented as follows:
where N is the number of samples, X is the input vector of the subject, and x i is the i-th element of the vector X. W is the output vector of SVM, w i is the i-th element of the vector W, and b is the residual term. The optimization objective function is defined as follows:
The constraint is demonstrated as follows:
where y i is the sample category labels. Accordingly, the objective function J(W) is to make sure the optimality of the classification, and Eq. (7) is to guarantee the classification accuracy. Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b) list the static functional network for all normal subjects and eMCI subjects, respectively. It is apparent that there is very subtle difference between normal subjects and eMCI subjects. This simple comparison makes more intuitive that there are very few effective features as the distinction, and it is very difficult to classify eMCI through static functional networks. Figure 3 (a) shows a static functional network of normal subjects, which provides a global view of the interactions between different brain regions. The positive and negative values of the correlation matrix reflect a competitive relationship between brain regions, namely functional differentiation and functional integration of the brain. However, the static functional network does not reflect the time-varying characteristics of brain functional connectivity. Consequently, a group of dynamic functional networks is generated by the sliding window method so as to better understand the time-varying information contained in RS-fMRI time series. As shown in Figure 3 (b) - Figure 3(g) , it is clear that there are only a few subtle differences between the segments of the dynamic functional network, which characterize the time-varying process of functional connectivity. The high-order functional network is constructed on the base of dynamic functional networks. It contains timevarying information of the brain functional network and reflects more complex brain region interactions, and is therefore able to reveal higher-level and more complex relationships than low-order functional networks. Figure 4 shows the static functional network and the high-order functional network of eMCI subjects. It is apparent that the high-order functional network has higher dimensions and contains more functional connectivity information between the brain regions of eMCI subjects.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. LOW-ORDER AND HIGH-ORDER FUNCTIONAL NETWORKS
Furthermore, high-order correlation matrix can model interactive relationships among brain regions without introducing too many parameters, and thus avoiding over-fitting to a certain extent in the case of small samples. Considerably, the high-order functional network can extract interaction information from four different brain regions at most, while low-order functional network can only reflect the interaction information between two brain regions.
B. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE
The features of static functional networks, dynamic functional networks, and high-order functional networks are combined in different ways to assist the diagnosis of eMCI. It is helpful to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in eMCI diagnosis. We evaluate the performances of all competing methods quantitatively based on accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) [52] . AUC measures the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive sample higher than a randomly chosen VOLUME 7, 2019 Table 1 summarizes the classification performances of different methods where the best scores are highlighted in bold.
As shown in Table 1 , the classification performance of multi-scale feature combination (SFN+DFN+HFN) is superior to that of single-scale features (SFN, DFN) . However, the DFN method is better than the SFN method, which verifies that the time-varying features of DFN contribute greatly to improve the accuracy of eMCI diagnosis. It is noteworthy that the feature combination of three network models achieves the best classification performance, and the classification accuracy reaches ACC=91.13%, which is obviously superior to other methods. Compared with other methods, the best classification accuracy obtained by this method can be explained from three aspects. On the one hand, static low-order functional networks contain a global view of the interaction between different brain regions. On the other hand, time-varying features in dynamic functional networks help to improve the classification accuracy of eMCI. In addition, a large number of complex interactive features contained in high-order functional networks are conductive to improve classification accuracy. The classification accuracy of method (iv) is 2.24% higher than that of method (iii). This demonstrates that the complex interactive information of brain regions in high-order networks is more effective than the time-varying information in dynamic networks to improve the accuracy of eMCI classification.
C. INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE PARAMETERS
Feature selection is the subsequent step of multi-scale feature combination in eMCI classification framework. It contributes to remove redundant features and improve the generalization performance of machine learning model. As aforementioned, LASSO contains a regularization parameter λ to adjust the complexity of the model for feature selection. Figure 5 shows the specific results of classification accuracy between eMCI subjects and normal subjects under different regularization parameters. The range of the regularization parameter is λ ∈[0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6]. The reason for the maximum value of λ to 0.6 is that when λ is greater than 0.65, the result of feature selection is that all features have zero weight, that is no features are selected which is meaningless, so the range of values after 0.6 is abandoned.
In Figure 5 , the dotted line is a change line graph of the classification accuracy of single-scale features, and the solid line is a change line graph of the classification accuracy of the combined feature. As can be seen from the figure, in most cases, the classification accuracy of the combined features is higher than that of the single-scale features. Specifically, the combined features achieve the best classification accuracy as λ = 0.4 or λ = 0.5, while the single-scale features obtains the best classification accuracy as λ = 0.3. The reason for this difference may be that the total number of features in single model is very small comparing with combined features. As the value of λ increases, the complexity of the model decreases and the selected features become less and less. It ultimately leads to a worsening of the fitting ability of the classification model. Accordingly, regularization parameters have great influences on the classification results, thus it is necessary to be more careful in adjusting them.
The above results suggest that multi-scale feature combination can achieve the best classification accuracy when the regularization parameter is set as λ = 0.5. However, both sliding window width and step size have important influences on the classification results for dynamic functional networks as well as high-order functional networks. Figure 6 shows the classification accuracy of multi-scale feature combination for the eMCI subjects and the normal subjects under different step sizes and window widths. The horizontal axis indicates the range of the values of step size and the vertical axis indicates the ACC value of classification. The step size ranges from S=1 to S=5, and the window width ranges from W=50 to W=100 with an interval of 10. As seen from Figure 6 , in most cases, the classification accuracy reaches highest when the window width W=70 and the classification accuracy gets lowest when the window width W=100. Specially, it can be observed that with the increase of step size, the optimal classification accuracy shows a downward trend. This may be due to the fact that large step size ignores part of the dynamic information of functional connections between brain regions over time, which leads to a gradual decline in the optimal classification accuracy.
The weighted clustering coefficients are extracted as the features for classification. In low-order functional networks they locate in some specific brain regions, while in high-order functional networks they reflect the functional connection strengths between brain regions. Therefore, we visualize all the feature selection results using the BrainNet Viewer toolbox (https://www.nitrc.org) [53] . As shown in Figure 7 , these red and green nodes represent brain regions, and the blue links represent functional connections. [41] , [45] .
D. FEATURE SELECTION RESULTS
According to the above experimental results, the multi-scale feature combination (SFN+DFN+HFN) achieves the best classification effect (ACC=91.13%) when the regularization parameter λ = 0.5, the step size S=1 and the sliding window width W = 70. At the same time, when the step size S=1 or S=2, the optimal classification accuracy does not change much. Therefore, in the analysis process of this section, based on the super-parameters of the optimal classification result, the step size is set to S=1, the sliding window width is W = 70, and the regularization parameter is set from λ = 0.4 to λ = 0.6 with an interval of 0.05. Table 2 shows the results of feature selection under different regularization parameters. The results listed in the table are related brain regions and functional connections with feature weights higher than selected mean values of all selected features. It is worth noting that LASSO sets the weights of some features to negative values, but the experimental results show that these features are beneficial to classification. LASSO only judges that they are negatively correlated with the category labels when selecting features. Thus, we first calculate the absolute value of all feature weights before calculating the mean of them. Table 2 intuitively shows that, fewer and fewer high-weight features are selected with the increasing regularization parameters. Accordingly, the regularization parameters have very good regulation effects in the process of feature selection. After comparing the high-weight selected features of brain regions, we find that the selected brain regions show serious overlap under different regularization parameters, such as ORBsup.R and PCUN.R. And for the high-weight selected features of functional connections, the selected functional connections also show serious overlap, such as ORBmid.L-TPOsup.L and AMYG.R-PCUN.R. It can be concluded that these brain regions and functional connections can play important roles in the classification and diagnosis of eMCI. By comprehensively comparing the selected brain regions and functional connections, we further find that almost all the same brain regions are involved under same regularization parameters. For example, ACG.L, PCUN.L, PCUN.R and TPOsup.L, as well as the abnormal functional connections associated with them, all have high weights in the process of feature selection when λ = 0.4.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we develop a novel eMCI classification framework based on the combination of multi-scale features. The static functional network, the dynamic functional network and the high-order functional network are constructed by Pearson correlation coefficients and sliding time windows. And the weighted clustering coefficients are extracted in the form of feature combination to train and test the classification model, respectively. The experimental results show that multi-scale feature combination has greater advantages in eMCI classification than single network model. In addition, the regularization parameters of feature selection algorithm also have a great influence on the classification results. Simultaneously, the width and the step size of sliding window have certain influences on the accuracy of the eMCI classification. Some dynamic information of functional connectivity between brain regions may be ignored with the increase of the step size. It is worth noting that the methods in this study do not verify the generalization performance of different feature selection algorithms and classifiers. Therefore, our future work should focus on the improvement of feature selection algorithms and the parameter optimization of classifier models.
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